MEGHAN MARKLE (Cassandra) – Rachel Meghan Markle was born on 4th August 1981 in Los Angeles, California, USA, to an African-American mother and a Dutch-Irish father.

Acting wasn’t the first choice career for Meghan although she graduated from Northwestern University with a double major in Theater and International Relations. It was the second of these major’s that led to her early career as she ended up working for the U.S. embassy in Buenos Aires.

Meghan’s acting career began in 2002 when a friend gave a copy of a film she had made in college to a manager who had enquired whether or not Meghan was a trained actress. Shortly afterwards Meghan got a phone call from the manager who told her she would make money in Hollywood and that he wanted to manage her for a 10% fee.


She has also appeared in a few movies including “Get Him to the Greek,” “Remember Me,” “Horrible Bosses” and “Dysfunctional Friends."

Outside of work, Meghan enjoys cooking and is a Scrabble fanatic. Meghan is married to Trevor Engelson.

KRISTOFFER POLAHA (Robert) -- After working in television for a several years, mostly in guest roles on such series as “Angel,” “Tru Calling,” and “Roswell,” “Kristoffer Polaha” scored quite the part as his first major role -- the Reno, Nevada-born actor portrayed John F. Kennedy Jr. (no stretch, given the physical resemblance) in the warmly received 2003 telemovie “America's Prince: The John F. Kennedy Jr. Story."

Not long after that, Polaha took on his first regular TV role, playing luxury hotel manager Jason Matthews on the prime-time soaper “North Shore.” When that series ended after just one season, Polaha continued on with guest work on popular shows such as “House,” “Bones,” and “Mad Men,” appearing in a regular role again in 2008 on the very short-lived sitcom “Miss Guided.” On that series, he played shop teacher-turned-Spanish instructor Tim O'Malley -- the object of high-school guidance councilor Becky Freeley's (Judy Greer) affection. He continued to appear in small-screen fare such as “Life Unexpected” and “Ringer."

In his private life, Polaha made headlines in 2003, when he courted and wed Days of Our Lives heartthrob Julianne Morris. They three children.
JONATHAN SCARFE (George) -- Since turning professional at the age of 16, Jonathan Scarfe has worked in film, television and stage all over the world.

Appearing in nearly 40 movies playing roles as diverse as Jesus, Joseph Smith and General George Custer and more than 150 hours of episodic television, including “Grey's Anatomy,” “ER,” “CSI: Miami,” “NYPD Blue,” “Raising the Bar,” “Perception” and winning rave reviews for his work as charming but deadly rogue, Sidney Snow, on “Hell On Wheels” for which he won a Leo Award. He is also a six time Gemini award nominee (Canadian Emmy) and has won the award twice. Jon currently stars as a series regular on “Ties That Bind” for UP/Reel One Ent.

Scarfe recently took a hiatus from acting to follow another adventure, setting sail with his family aboard their 44-foot sailboat, he spent two and a half years circumnavigating the Pacific Ocean, a journey encompassing over 18,000 miles. Jonathan divides his time between Los Angeles and an island home off the coast of Vancouver, where he lives with his wife and two children.
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